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Abstruct- Submicronwidth multitrack single pole heads are 
presented. The novel head consists of three layers of thin 
film conductors sandwiching two main poles. The fields 
due to the current source in the parallel thin film 
conductor structure has been analyzed mathematically. 
This configuration can yield a strong and steep field 
gradient. The write performance of this head was 
measured with double- layered media. The recorded 
trackwidth was confirmed to be about 0.5 pm with 
magnetic force microscopy. There is no noticeable 
interference between the two tracks spaced nearly 1 pm 
apart. A track density of 50 kTPI has been achieved. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The submicron trackwidth recording will be required 
in order to meet the demand of high densities beyond 
10 Gbit/in2 for the next generation recording [l]. The  
achievement of higher areal density in magnetic 
recording systems depends on the use of progressively 
narrower trackwidth head designs. Single pole heads 
have been proved to have the steep field distribution in 
both the thickness and the in- plane directions of a main 
pole. The  fi lm plane of a main pole was put parallel to 
the direction of disk motion to attain submicron 
trackwidth recording [ 2 ] .  By means of laminated thin 
film conductors and a ferrite return yoke [ 3 ] ,  the 
submicronwidth multitrack single pole head has been 
developed as  shown in Fig. 1. In this research, the 
submicronwidth multitrack writing behavior of this new 
head was evaluated by recording experiments and 
magnetic force microscopy(MFM). Ultra high densities 
using a 0.5 p m  track width and a 300 kFRPI linear 
density have been achieved. 
The  most noteworthy features of this element is that 
it uses one- turn head units and that many tracks can be 
packed closely together to realize submicronwidth 
multitrack recording while reproducing several tracks at 
once with another read head [ 2 ] .  This approach enables 
multi- level code magnetic recording and high data 
rates. When the read head travels several tracks at 
once, the effectively servoing track is wider than one 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of submicronwidth multitrack single pole head. 
The cross- section is the geometric symmetry of the head. 
of the writteh submicron tracks. The  servo signal is  
larger than that of one track, so that it is easy for 
servoing operation on submicron track recording. A 
well- designed multitrack system can operate at  greater 
track densities than the -track- by- track system. 
. 
11. HEAD FABRICATION 
Using laminated thin fi lm conductors and a ferrite 
return yoke, we  have designed a submicronwidth 
multitrack single pole head which has three laminated 
thin film conductors sandwiching two main poles. Thin 
film conductors of Cr/Cu/Cr and main poles of 
amorphous CoZrNb were fabricated on a polished Mn- 
Zn ferrite substrate. SiO, insulator fi lms were 
employed to separate them. After the conductors and 
main poles were shaped through photo- lithography 
processes, a piece of bulk glass was glued to the 
substrate with epoxy resin to protect the element. 
Finally, the wear pad surface was lapped to expose the 
two pole tips and conductors, as shown in Fig. 7, 
enabling them to directly contact the media surface. 
Head dimensions are specified in Table I. A 
conventional single pole type head was used as the read 
head. 
The  characteristics of the fields due to the current 
sources in the parallel thin film conductors have been 
analyzed mathematically. The  magnetic field between 
the conductive layers is proportional to the current 
density in the conductors. When the drive current 
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TABLE I 
HEAD DIMENSIONS 
Track Pole Coil Coil Cod 
cum) O . 4  Cum) Cum) 
Head width Length width thickness turns 
track 1 0.4 4 50 0.6 1 
track 2 0.4 3 50 0.6 1 
SPT 10 0.3 50 
directions alternate between layers as  shown in Fig. 2, 
the perpendicular field distribution in the cross plane of 
the parallel thin film conductors is plotted in Fig. 3, 
which corresponds to two- track recording in opposite 
phase. Here the z- axis  is enlarged 10 times the scale 
of y- axis, the conductors are  50 p m  in width, 0.6 p m  in 
thickness, and the space between them is 1 pm.  Figure 
3 clearly shows that the magnetic field is almost 
constant in magnitude between the conductors and 
vanishes to zero outside. Obviously the excited field is 
localized and both strong and perpendicularly oriented 
just  in the main pole. 
When applied currents flow through conductor 1 and 
2 in  opposite directions, only track 1 will write, track 
2 is not recorded. In the same way, when drive 
currents flow through conductor 2 and 3 in opposite 
directions, track 2 will record and track 1 is unwritten. 
In other words, the two main poles can be energized 
independently by controlling current flow in conductors. 
Because conductors act as  shields in high frequency 
operation due to the induced eddy currents in them, it 
is also expected that the conductors will reduce the 
interference of fringing field among main poles. 
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Fig. 3 .  Perpendicular field distribution in the cross plane of the 
parallel thin film conductors in which the drive current flows as 
shown in figure 2. Here the z- axis is enlarged 1 0  times of y -  axis. 
contact recording. Two main pcjles were 0.4 p m  in 
width and about 4 p m  in length. A conventional single 
pole head was devoted to read the two submicron width 
tracks at once. Figure 4 shows the roll- off curves of 
the new head. Closed circles and open triangles 
indicate the track 1 and track 2 performance respe- 
ctively. The two tracks have approximately the same 
recording-resolution. But the output of track 2 is a 
little less than that of track 1. Because of using 
conventional photo- lithography processes for  patterning 
the main poles, their trailing edges were not the same 
straight line but slightly different skew angles. This  
problem can be improved by using a focused ion beam 
(FIB) to shape the main poles. Open circles are  the 
performance of the two tracks written simultaneously . 
The total output voltage of the two tracks is about the 
sum of those of track 1 and track 2. In other words, 
the response of the multi- track reading head is 
represented by the superposition of tracks. These 
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111. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
The new head performance was evaluated with a Co- 
Cr/Fe- Ni- Nb double layered hard disk in sliding 
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Fig. 2. Coordinate system for field analysis of the current source in 
the parallel thin film conductors. 
Recording density (kFRPI) 
Fig. 4. Roll- off curves of the submicronwidth multitrack single pole 
head. 
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Fig. 5 .  MFM image of bit patternTrecorded on perpendicular media 
by track 1 of the head. The  main pole is 0.4 p m  in width, 4 pm in 
length. The density is 2 kFRPI.  
Medium: 6c,.-c, = 0.1 pm,  Hc = 1140 Oe. Scan area: 2 0 x 2 0  pm. 
results suggest that multi- level code is suitable for 
submicronwidth multi-  track magnetic recording[ 11. 
The  bit patterns recorded on a double- layered disk by 
the new head were examined with MFM. Written tracks 
up to the l inear density of 300 kFRPI have been 
confirmed. The  recorded tracks of 2 kFRPI only by 
track 1 are shown in Fig. 5. There are no bits at the sit 
of track 2 next to track 1. These images also 
demonstrate no writ ing at the ferrite yoke edge. Sharp 
magnetic transitions have been formed. MFM images 
indicate that the effective trackwidth was about 0.5 p m  
which is just  0.1 pm wider than the writing pole width. 
The  side- writing band of this new head is very narrow. 
A track density of 50 kTPI, or the track pitch of 0.5pm, 
has been achieved if the need for a guardband is 
ignored. 
The simultaneously recorded multitracks by two tracks 
Fig. 6.  MFM image of bit patterns recorded on  perpendicular media 
simultaneously by two tracks of the head. Two main poles are 0.4 
pm in width, and 3,  4 in length respectively. 
Medium: 6c,.c, = 0.1 pm,  H c  = 1140 Oe. Scan area: 2 0 x 2 0  pm. 
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(a) Track pitch=Tw+2Ti+Tc (b) Track pitch=ZTi+Tc 
Fig. 7. Schematics of the contact surface of the submicronwidth 
multitrack single pole head. Ti is the thickness of insulators. 
(a)Two trailing edges are in alignment. 
(b)Two trailing edges being shifted,  track pitch is smaller than (a>. 
at densities of 100, 50, 20, 10, 5 kFRPI are shown in 
Fig. 6. In order to investigate the interference between 
two tracks, their trailing edges were shifted about 5 pm 
as shown in Fig. 7. This way makes it possible to 
realize a smaller track pitch and higher track density. 
There is no noticeable interference among the iracks. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
This new head demonstrates the potential for submic- 
ron width multitrack and submicron track pitch 
recording with perpendicular magnetic media. The 
configuration of laminated thin film conductors can 
produce strong and localized head fields within a 
restricted region, therefore it is very suitable for 
submicronwidth multitrack heads. Narrower trackwidth 
recording can be achieved by using thinner main poles. 
Basing on this structure the number of tracks can be 
increased. Our goal is  to fabricate the write head and 
a read head into one piece which can be servoed as one 
head. Multitrack recording presents many issues for 
further research, such as the need for recording with a 
multi- level code. The  technique of reading multitrack 
offers great advantage for servoing and high data rate, 
though practically fabricating this head together with 
a read head is still a challenge. 
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